
3 спальная комната вилла продается в Arboleas, Almería

Villa Candela. A Wonderful and Impressive 3 bed 2 bath villa set in private easy to maintain and secure gardens within
easy walk of Arboleas centre and amenities. With pristine private pool, fantastic bar pool side, wonderful covered and
fly screened porch, additional good sized solarium, ample secure off street parking and sold fully furnished.

We are delighted to bring to your attention the beautful villa Candela a wonderful character villa to a traditional
Spanish style on the exterior and with a moderm stylish and bright interior. Its' located jsut over 1 kmtr from Arboleas
centre ( so within easy walk) and is part of a small but well established, pretty community of approx 10 similar villa's.

Ideal, as it is at present, a large 2nd home with great rental potential during periods of non usage or equally good as
spacious full time residence.

Please do take a look at the accompanying walk around video which highlights design, lay out, presentaion and the
many extras the property incorporates.

In Arboleas centre you'll find many of the amentities required for day to day living, small shops, banks, a super market,
GP, Pharmacy, Gyms etc all with English speakers. Also their are two Saturday markets and some lovely bar/eateries
imc Pizza, Indian, Aisan alongside the more traditional Spanish ones. A number of Almeria's prettiest beach resorts all
with great beaches, golf course and much more are between 25-30 mins drive. Vera, Garrucha, Mojacar, Palomares
and you have great motorway connections to 3 large cities with airports. Almeria, Murcia and Alicante. 1 hour to 1
hour 45 mins.

As the property has always been used as a 2nd home and current owners very much value privacy, security and ease
of maintenance the gardens have been created and designed with this in mind. All exterior walls have been
heightened and whilst there are a good number of established fruit trees, shrubs the bulk of the outside space has
been wonderfully terraced or in the case of the large drive way concreted. You have a pedestrian gate and a double
electric gate for vehicle access and privacy walls with lockable gates and ornate iron work panels have been added to
ensure the back garden and pool area can be totally secured. Incorporated within the gardens you have a good sized
drive way and independent store room- casita plus expansive dining/sun bathing terraces, a pristine 8 x 4 mtr private
pool, Spanish BBQ/Chiminea and a wonderful covered pool side corner bar.

The villa which benefits from being sold fully furnished has quality marble topped stone cladding around the base, fly
screens plus top spec air conditioning throughout with additional ceiling fans. Constructed over two levels and to a
very high standard on the lower floor you have a very good sized fly screened and covered porch running along the
frontage which provides a fantastic dining, relaxation area with much needed shade. A beautiful character wood door
leads from this into a bright and airy hallway off of which you have access to all the rooms on this level and the cream

  Посмотреть видео тур   3 спальни   2 ванные комнаты
  159m² Размер сборки   600m² Размер участка   Частный бассейн

239.950€

 Недвижимость продается Calida Homes Property Consultancy
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